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JURY STATEMENTS: WINNER FILMS FANTOCHE 2018 
 
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 
Jury: Elie Chapuis (CH), Cord Dueppe (DE), Jen Hall (UK), Susanne Läng (CH, Tünde Vollenbroek 
(NL) 
 
BEST FILM 
Wildebeest, Nicolas Keppens, Matthias Phlips, BE 2017, 19’08’’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/wildebeest-0 
Going on a safari is a dream for many. For middle-aged couple Linda and Troyer, it turns into a 
horribly real adventure when they get left behind in the wilderness. 
 
Jury Laudation: «This film is rough on the outside, soft on the inside. It’s ironic and beautifully 
strange. Many of the aspects in this film could have gone so wrong - the mix of techniques, the 
quirky humor, the touching relationship - but instead it all went so right. While we loved to hate 
characters Troyer and Linda at the start of the film, at the end we learned to love them deeply. Good 
laughs and elephant-shaped cakes are often underrated. But not tonight!» 
 
HIGH RISK 
Fest, Nikita Diakur, DE 2018, 2’55” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/fest 
Footage from a block party. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «In this film an insane and chaotic block party erupts in the middle of a city street, as 
disfigured ravers move to a frantic electronic beat. Broken and unfinished characters, CGI 
landscapes with a defective render and multiple distorted perspectives endow this 3 minute creative 
madness with a stunning and mindblowing visual aesthetic.» 
 
NEW TALENT 
Bloeistraat 11, Nienke Deutz, BE 2018, 9’41’’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/bloeistraat-11 
Inseparable best friends spend their last summer holiday of childhood amusing themselves around 
the house. As summer progresses their bodies start to morph and shift and an awkwardness 
descends on their friendship. Puberty seems determined to interrupt their bond. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «We felt that the technique for this film really resonated with the story - both delicate 
and intense. The characters fragility echoes the fragility of the friendship in this gorgeous coming of 
age story.» 
 
BEST SOUND 
Solar Walk, Réka Bucsi, DK 2018, 20’55” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/solar-walk 
Solar Walk shows the journey of individuals and their creations on through time and space. Any 
meaning of action is only existent from the perspective of the individual, but never mandatory when 
looking at it from the perspective of a solar system. It’s about the melancholy of accepting chaos as 
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beautiful and cosmic. Passion for creation is projected through the unique and playful texture of the 
animation craft itself. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «We were enchanted by a movie that managed to make the sound of a wolf having a 
piss completely magical. A film that evokes the infinite and whose sound universe is very spatial, 
ample and satisfying with its squealing and mysterious tinkling.» 
 
AUDIENCE AWARD INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 
Enough, Anna Mantzaris, GB, 2017, 2’19” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/enough 
Moments of lost self-control. 
 
SWISS COMPETITION 
Jury: Vera Neubauer (UK), Bruno Quiblier (CH), Anna Zača (LV) 
Jugendjury (Swiss Youth Award): Fabiola Rita Filippopulos, Yilmaz Spyczak (Lausanne), Milo 
Cavadini, Dorotea Crameri, Irina Fosanelli, Valentina Lazzarini, Antonio Lo Porto (Tessin), Florian 
Förster, Milena Stuck (Wettingen) 
 
BEST SWISS 
The Cannonball Woman, Albertine Zullo, David Toutevoix, CH/FR/CA 2017, 14’25’’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/cannonball-woman 
Madeleine the Human Cannonball and her husband are carnies. Their lives, like their show, seem to 
be perfectly under control. But in reality, Madeleine is unhappy and wants to break out of her routine. 
Without saying a word, she leaves her husband and becomes the Bearded Lady. Time passes, but 
their love for each other does not die. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «A genuine love story, which works perfectly as a universal metaphor for 
interpersonal relationships. Less powder! More Pasta Pomodoro!» 
 
HIGH SWISS RISK 
SELFIES, Claudius Gentinetta, CH 2018, 3’40” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/selfies 
In a veritable firework display of digital self-portraits, hundreds of quaint, embarrassing and dreadfully 
disturbing selfies were arranged in a unique short film composition. Single photos, artistically 
reworked, consolidate to form a ghastly grin that outshines the abyss of human existence. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «This film captures the selfishness of modern society.  It points out something we 
don’t want to see and hear about ourselves, our very behaviour.» 
 
NEW SWISS TALENT 
Travelogue Tel Aviv, Samuel Patthey, CH 2017, 6’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/travelogue-tel-aviv 
A young art student from Switzerland arrives for six months in Tel Aviv. Through drawing he will learn 
to analyse, understand and free himself to this contrasted environment. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «A beautifully drawn journey and a delicate experience through a personal diary, 
which sums up this multifaceted city.» 
 
FANTASTIC SWISS 
Circuit, Delia Hess, CH 2018, 8’41” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/circuit 
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On a small planet, caught up in their own little private universe, the inhabitants perform their 
poetically surreal actions, which repeat themselves in an endless loop. That they are all part of a 
complex little ecosystem which can only function if each of them plays his or her role, is something 
they are unaware of. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «This film is a very gentle, subtle and quiet form of fantasy. It is a meditative loop of 
surprising relations between the characters of a small imaginary world.» 
 
SWISS YOUTH AWARD 
SELFIES, Claudius Gentinetta, CH 2018, 3’40” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/selfies 
In a veritable firework display of digital self-portraits, hundreds of quaint, embarrassing and dreadfully 
disturbing selfies were arranged in a unique short film composition. Single photos, artistically 
reworked, consolidate to form a ghastly grin that outshines the abyss of human existence. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «Selfies shares a general view of our society and its decadence. We liked how it 
shows the way we scroll through our newsfeed without actually paying any attention. This is 
especially relevant for the young generation. We also liked its fast pace and the crescendo of 
situations and themes: sex, death, birth. This film manages to show us what social media has created 
within us.» 
 
YOUTH JURY SPECIAL MENTION 
Elise, Valentine Moser, CH 2018, 05’28’’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/elise 
Elise, who lives in a retirement home, realizes she’s losing control of her life: Alzheimer’s prevents her 
from understanding the world and leaves her just a few memories to cling on to. Soon, the presence 
of her daughter, her last anchor to reality, won’t be enough to keep her from diving into 
her memories. 
 
Jury-Laudation: «We have decided to give a special mention to Elise. Even though we are seemingly 
ages away from getting old, Elise did touch us with its simple style and the way to handle such a 
complex theme.» 
 
AUDIENCE AWARD SWISS COMPETITION 
Drôle de poisson, Krishna Chandran A. Nair, CH/FR, 2017, 6’20” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/drole-de-poisson 
Somewhere in the middle of the ocean, a school of fish comes to the rescue of a goldfish floating on 
the surface of the water. They decide to do everything they can to help it back into the water and 
breathe. What they don’t know is that it’s actually a balloon. 
 
KIDS FILM COMPETITION 
The films were judged by a jury of seven children aged between 6 and 12 which awarded the «Best 
Kids» prize. The kids were supervised by «Zauberlaterne». The award is given for the 10th time this 
year.  
 
BEST KIDS 
Fruits of Clouds, Kateřina Karhánková, CZ 2017, 10’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/fruits-clouds 
The Story of a little Furry, who will make a great discovery by overcoming the fear of the unknown. 
 
Jury-Laudation: 
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Zoë: «I like the movie very much because it shows that it is worthwhile to be courageous.» 
Aryan: «I liked the story particularly because it shows that you should not let others dictate you.» 
Sofia: «The style of the film is very beautiful and the characters of the story are cut and sympathetic 
beings.» 
Alina: «We learn from this that not all that is unknown is bad, and that one can only find paradise by 
oneself and others should not show one the way.» 
Kolya: «The film is also thoughtful - the story is also about that you can’t always have more, but 
should enjoy what is available.» 
Randa: «The colors in the film were used very well - the strong contrasts made the forest threatening 
and the orange fruits particularly delicious.» 
Meret: «And at the end of the film, one animal wants to share the found with others and most of all to 
have his friends around him - I found a great ending.» 
 
KIDS JURY SPECIAL MENTION  
Look, Meinardas ValkevičiusLT 2017, 3’30’’ 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/look 
Human activity does not always have a positive effect on our planet. The short animated film Look 
explores natural cycles of exchange between humans and animals. Dare to look and change 
the world. 
 
Alina: «We were very touched by the film because it deals with the environment, and that is an issue 
that concerns us all.» 
Randa: «It is a funny movie, but at the same time it shows problems that really exist. We have to do 
something about the extinction of the animals.» 
Sofia: «Look tells us to make more effort and take care of the environment. We think that's very 
important.» 
 
YOUNG AUDIENCE AWARD 
Pinguin, Julia Ocker, DE 2017, 3’37” 
https://fantoche.ch/en/film/pinguin 
The penguin-waiter wants the penguin-party to be perfect. 
 


